History– History of democracy throughout Europe

Art- Sculpture. 3D geographical relief landscapes / significant
European buildings, adding shape, texture and pattern to cardboard sculptures.

Geography– Locating the countries of Europe and significant cities. Identify
human and physical features on maps and create maps of
Europe noting different features.

D & T– European Masterchef. Using a range of baking and
cooking techniques to create an international dish including
measuring and scaling recipes. (Cross-curricular Maths)

Science–
Y5– Earth and Space. Understanding the celestial and planetary movements
within the solar system. Forces– gravity, water and air resistance.
Y6– Human Anatomy. What would a journey through the human body be like?
Focussing on circulatory system.

Music– Language to describe Music. Describing the purpose of
music throughout history in different cultures. Writing and
creating own songs with a European theme.

PEY5— Swimming at CCSC.
Football skills– tactical awareness. Attacking and
defending.
Net / wall skills– Tennis.
Y6— Rugby skills– tactical awareness. Attacking
and defending.
Dance– creating own dances based on European
traditions.

PSHE– Understanding historical and cultural identity of Europe. Living in a democratic society and
having freedom of speech.
RE– Celebrations and landmarks in life from a
range of religions. Study of Spring festivals.
Understanding feelings linked to death and
suffering.

Maths– Ratio and proportion, scaling up and down
recipes. Conversion rates between £ and Euros.
Costing a journey across Europe. Timetables.

Y5/6 Spring 2016
EUROSTAR
Entry Points
Mapping Europe. Jigsaw challenge and
Mapominoes game– Where are the European
countries?
European traveller– Plan a journey around Europe

Visits/Events
Bikeability
Visit to Council Offices and Mayor visit
Environmental week.
Reading week.
Science Museum
Challenge
Reading passport- Read your way around
Europe.
European Masterchef.
European countries and capitals quiz.

English
Y5—Stories by significant authors
River poetry / imagery
Non Chronological reports
Legends
Explanations
Y6— Persuasive & discussion
Narrative – Historical fiction (Macbeth)
Playscripts
Revision
Reports + Explanations
ICT–
Spreadsheets (Excel) Creating
formulae to solve problems. Creation of
European climate graphs using data.

SMSC– British Values
Democracy
Cultural Europe
Debating issues relevant to Europe
(migration)

